Vocabulary List 9A - English 9

Directions: Part 1: Match the definition with the word by looking it up in the dictionary. Part 2: Put the word in a sentence without using the “Be Verbs”. The “Be Verbs” are - am, are, is, was, were, be, being, been. Your sentence MUST show you know what the word means and be 100% grammatically correct

SPEC: see

1. specter: n.

2. spectrum: n.

3. species: n.

4. spectacle: n.

STEREO: solid

5. stereotype: n.

6. stereophonic: adj.

DICT: say

7. predict: v.

8. indict: v.

9. dictate: v.

PICT: paint

10. picturesque: adj.
DEFINITIONS

A. ghost

B. having several speakers to reproduce sound realistically

C. to tell in advance

D. beautiful enough for a painting (as countryside)

E. standardized concept held in common by a group

F. wavelengths of color from red to violet

G. to officially accuse of a crime

H. to read aloud for another to record: to command

I. kind; variety: type

J. a public display or show